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Abstract: Commercial exploitation of marine natural gas hydrate (NGH) is crucial for energy de-
carbonization. However, hydrate production would weaken reservoir mechanical properties and
trigger geohazards. Experimental instruments are the basis to obtain the mechanical responses of
hydrate-bearing sediments (HBS). Considering the reservoir deformation processes from elastic
deformation to residual deformation during hydrate exploitation, this study comprehensively re-
viewed the feasibility and mechanical research progress of the bender element, resonance column,
atomic force microscope, triaxial shear, direct shear, ring shear, and static penetration in mechanical
testing. Each test method’s precision and sample size were comprehensively compared and analyzed.
Finally, the limitations and challenges of the current mechanical testing methods for HBS were dis-
cussed, and their future development directions were proposed. The proposed development direction
in mechanical testing methods is expected to provide insightful guidance for the development of
instruments and improve the understanding of the mechanical behavior of HBS.

Keywords: natural gas hydrate; mechanical testing methods; hydrate-bearing sediments; mechanical
behaviors; hydrate exploitation

1. Introduction

Natural gas hydrate (NGH), is an ice-like crystalline substance, distributed widely in
deep marine deposits and the permafrost with substantial reserves [1–3]. Total methane
storage worldwide in NGH amounts to approximately 2 × 1016 m3 [4]. Global energy
consumption is facing adjustments because of increasing global warming and frequent
extreme weather events, especially the need for peak carbon dioxide emissions and carbon
neutrality. NGH has become one of the most promising alternative energy resources for
global economic development because of its low-carbon characteristic [5,6]. It is greatly
expected to be sufficiently explored and economically exploited by the late 2030s.

Gas production from NGH involves the heat transformation and change in the internal
skeleton structure in HBS [7], leading to changes in the cementing and rolling sliding
of particles [8,9]. Dissociation of hydrates leads to a decrease in effective stress due to
the release of methane gas and water [10], triggering the risk of geohazards such as
seabed subsidence, wellbore failure, and large-scale submarine landslide collapse [11–15].
Furthermore, the safety of drilling platforms is seriously affected by the creep of the
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reservoir [16–18]. Therefore, the mechanical properties obtained from the reservoir are of
great importance in forecasting the potential risk of geological hazards [19].

Mechanical testing devices are tools that significantly assist in the mechanical-behavior
research of HBS, they directly determine the accuracy of the basic mechanical proper-
ties of HBS, and significantly affect the understanding of geological-disaster risk [20,21].
Through analyzing the stress–strain curve, mechanical parameters (such as peak strength,
cohesion, friction angle, etc.) can be obtained [22–25]. Considering the deformation char-
acteristic of a hydrate reservoir in different deformation stages, the deformation progress
stages can be divided into the elastic section, elastic-plastic section, and residual sec-
tion [6,26]. For testing the above deformation section, many devices have been constructed.
The bender elements and resonance column test devices have been used to test the elas-
tic deformation in hydrate reservoirs [27,28]. In addition, the triaxial and direct shear
test techniques are mainly used in measuring the elastic-plastic deformation behavior of
HBS [29,30]. For analyzing the mechanical parameters of HBS in a large deformation, ring
shear has been widely used to test residual deformation [31].

Many scholars have studied the mechanical behavior of HBS [29,32,33]. However, there
is still a lack of a comprehensive review of experimental devices in testing the mechanical
behavior of NGH, and the precision and feasibility of every device is unclear, a situation
that is not beneficial for the improvement of existing testing methods and forecasting future
development trends.

Therefore, based on a comprehensive review of previous research on the mechanical
behavior of HBS, this study compared and analyzed the laboratory mechanical testing
devices and their measured results. The limitations of the current hydrate mechanical tests
were also investigated. Through analysis of the challenges faced in the current hydrate
mechanical tests, the main research points in the future of the mechanical properties of HBS
were discussed.

2. Current Progress on HBS Mechanical Testing Methods

Experimental instruments are significant in studying the mechanical behavior of HBS.
During the hydrate production process, the reservoir experiences different deformation
stages, requiring varying mechanical testing equipment to measure these deformation
behaviors. Therefore, this part mainly focuses on summarizing current testing devices in
the mechanical testing of HBS and discusses significant progress and limitations.

2.1. Mechanical Properties Characterization Techniques of HBS under Small Strain
2.1.1. Bender Elements Testing Method

Currently, triaxial testing still has some limitations in capturing small-strain features
and depicting the small-strain shear modulus of HBS. Although the small-strain shear
modulus of a sample can be obtained by setting a local deformation sensor in a triaxial
shear, it is still costly and complicated in operation. In contrast, bender elements have been
widely used in HBS small-strain tests because of their simple structure and principle [34,35].

The bender elements are made of a transmitting bender element and a receiving
bending element, and the sample is loaded by energized vibration (Figure 1). When a certain
frequency of excitation signal voltage pulse is applied, the shear wave perpendicular to the
vibration direction, which is generated by the transmitting bender element, is transmitted
to the receiving bender element [36,37]. The entire shear-wave transmission time can be
obtained by amplifying the signal with an external oscilloscope; the shear wave velocity can
be calculated by adding the entire shear wave transmission time and sample length [38].
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Figure 1. The bender elements test system, modified from [37,39]; (a) working principle of the
launching bending element; (b) working principle of the receiving bending element; (c) bending
element shear wave velocity test system.

The bender elements were used to test the response mechanism between hydrate
saturation and wave velocity to represent the small-strain characteristics of HBS (Figure 2).
Considering the response mechanism between wave velocity and hydrate saturation,
Hu et al. (2012) found that the hydrate saturation of unconsolidated HBS has a significant
effect on compression-wave velocity and shear-wave velocity [38]. A further study of
HBS in the South China Sea indicated that the sonic signal was weaker when the hydrate
saturation was less than 14% [40]. During the hydrate formation, the compression-wave
velocity and the shear-wave velocity increased with increasing saturation. Especially, when
the saturation was larger than 14%, the shear-wave velocity showed a sharp increase.

Limited by higher pressure and lower temperature conditions in synthesized NGH,
tetrahydrofuran (THF) hydrate and CO2 hydrate, which are easily synthesized in relatively
low temperature and pressure conditions, were used to calculate the mechanical mechanism
under micro-seismic loading. Ji et al. (2019) used THF to verify whether the shear-wave
velocity can be used to characterize the formation and dissociation of a hydrate [41].
Kim et al. (2013) studied the effect of CO2-hydrate formation on vibration-wave velocity
and found that, when saturation was 0~60%, the compression-wave velocity and shear-
wave velocity increased with increasing hydrate saturation [42].

In summary, bender elements are a micro-seismic mechanical testing instrument in the test
of the compression-wave velocity and shear-wave velocity of HBS. Different compression-wave
velocities and shear-wave velocities can be obtained by different seismic frequencies, but
generally in the range of 1–1000 kHz. The current study mainly concentrates on the ef-
fect of hydrate saturation and has not paid much attention to the heterogeneous effect.
Furthermore, because most bender elements lack axial pressure design, they cannot simu-
late the elastic mechanical behavior of HBS at a certain depth on the seafloor. Therefore, the
impact of axial pressure and integrated CT scanning should be considered to test the hetero-
geneous characteristics of the sample, making unity in macro and micromechanical testing.
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Figure 2. Diagram of bending-element-test system [38]; (a) overall arangement of dending-element-
test system; (b) layout diagram of bending element.

2.1.2. Resonance Column Testing Method

The resonance column is an elastic mechanical test instrument that uses the principle
of resonance to apply torsional vibration to a cylindrical soil or rock sample to test the shear-
wave velocity [43,44]. It uses the vibration theory of linear viscoelastic cylindrical rods to
quantify the velocity of shear waves (Figure 3). The Stokoe resonance column test device
can only be used for torsional excitation, but it can also be used for bending excitation
by adjustment [45,46]. The modified resonance column can test shear and longitudinal
stiffness [47]. According to vibration frequency, voltage, etc., the dynamic shear modulus
and damping ratio of the sample can be obtained [48,49].
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Figure 3. Principle of resonance (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [50]. 1 December 2020,
Elsevier); (a) ovrall arrangement of resonance; (b) excitation system and driving types.

The response mechanism of wave velocity in the mechanical behavior of HBS was
studied by comprehensively considering the factors of hydrate saturation, hydrate distribu-
tion, and morphology in the resonance column test [51,52], as shown in Table 1. The sample
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deformation was considered to be elastic deformation without failure because the strain in
the resonance column test was small (<10−4).

The existence and distribution of methane hydrate significantly affect the mechanical
properties of HBS. Compression- and shear-wave attenuation in dry samples were sensitive
to hydrate saturation, verified by unexpected peaks between 3% and 5% saturation [53].
In the core sample, small strain stiffness increased with increasing particle size, hydrate
saturation, and effective confining pressure. Furthermore, hydrate-bearing silt sediments
with high hydrate saturation had the highest stiffness, up to five times that of non-hydrated
silt sediments [54]. The wave velocity obtained in the resonance column test can also be
used in evaluating the formation and decomposition of dispersed methane hydrate [52].
The results showed that the relationship between wave speed and hydrate saturation was
nonlinear, and there were significant differences during hydrate formation and decompo-
sition. The increase in the damping ratio with an increase in the modulus of HBS can be
used to identify the occurrence of hydrates [28].

To make hydrate synthesis simpler, THF hydrate has been used to replace methane
hydrate to study the vibrational response of HBS in the resonance column test [55].
Studies showed that the shear modulus increased exponentially with increasing confining
pressure, while the damping ratio decreased exponentially under the same conditions [56].
Further study indicated that wave-velocity evolution was generally independent of stress
when the hydrate saturation reaches a critical saturation [50].

Table 1. Basic parameters of resonance column.

References Size (mm) Test Indicators Vibration
Frequency (Hz) Shear Strain (%) Important Discovery

Cascante et al.
(1998) [47] Φ 71 × 136

Shear and
longitudinal

stiffness
50–200 10−6–10−5

P and S waves are affected
by stress state but are almost

insensitive to the
stress history.

Clayton et al.
(2005) [57] Φ 70 × 140

Shear and
longitudinal

stiffness
NA 10−6

Hydrate bonding has
considerably less impact on

bulk modulus.

Priest et al.
(2005) [58] Φ 70 × 140

Compression
and shear-wave

velocity
17–400 10−5

A dichotomous relationship
was exhibited between

compressional and shear
wave velocities with
hydrate saturation.

Best et al.
(2013) [59] Φ 70 × 140

Compression
and shear-wave

velocity
50–550 10−4

Hydrate synthesis methods
significantly affect the

attenuation properties of
shear wave velocity and

compression wave velocity.

Liu et al.
(2020) [50] Φ 70 × 140

Compression
and shear-wave

velocity
146–154 10−6–10−4

Wave attenuation of tested
specimens decreases with

increasing effective
confining stress and

increases with increasing
hydrate saturation.

In summary, the resonance column devices were mainly used to study the shear mod-
ulus and damping ratio of the reservoir under different hydrate morphologies, saturations,
and confining pressures [57]. They provided a reference for predicting the mechanical be-
havior of the reservoir under seafloor micro-seismic conditions. The height–diameter ratio
shown in reports is generally 2:1 and vibration frequency is 17–550 Hz. However, most
resonance column devices cannot consider the effect of axial stress, and obtained shear
modulus and damping ratios showed a difference with natural reservoirs. Therefore, axial
loading would be a type of instrument to be developed in the future.
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2.1.3. Other Promising Techniques

Sand production substantially affects the safety of hydrate exploitation [2,60,61].
Unlocking the mechanical mechanism between sand particles and hydrate particles is
the key in control sand production. Therefore, a micro-mechanical testing device has been
constructed to test the adhesive force between hydrate particles and ice particles, and
the friction force between sediments of the South China Sea and the hydrate particles of
THF [62].

The core measurement part of this micro-mechanical testing device includes three pro-
grammable electric displacement tables and two high-precision force sensors. The electric
displacement table is mainly used to control the X, Y, and Z directions in the test process.
Its minimum and maximum speed (±0.5 µm) are 1 µm/s and 10 mm/s, respectively.
Its maximum motion range is 25 mm (Figure 4). The precision of the high-precision force
sensor is ±0.01 mN, which can monitor real-time tensile and compressive force.
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Figure 4. Diagram of the micro-mechanical testing device, modified from [62]; (a) schematic diagram;
(b) physical map.

To obtain small-strain mechanical parameters of field sediment samples, Lee et al.
(2010) developed a chamber that could measure compression- and shear-wave velocities
(Figure 5). Sand, silt, and clay sediments bearing THF hydrates were tested under the
vertical effective confining pressure of 0.01–2 MPa. The results demonstrated that the shear-
wave and compression-wave velocities were significantly affected by the hydrate saturation,
and the small-strain mechanical parameters of hydrate sediments were controlled by the
effective stress and the surface of sediments [27].
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accommodate samples with a height of 4~5 cm and diameter of 10 cm; (B) high-pressure test cell,
designed to test samples with a height of 4~5 cm and diameter of 6 cm [27].
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Atomic force microscopy was used mainly in measuring the surface morphology of
the material. During the testing process, a nanotip cantilever was used to contact the
sample surface, and reflected laser light in the cantilever was used to transmit data of
the height change of the probe during the movement to position the receiver to reflect
the surface morphology of the sample (Figure 6). In addition to high-resolution imaging
functions, atomic force microscopes can also be used in high-precision micromechanical
test. In general, the lateral and longitudinal resolution of an atomic force microscope can
reach 1 nm and 0.2 nm, respectively.

Atomic force microscopy has been widely used in describing the microscopic mor-
phology of material, the micromechanical properties of rock, and the mechanical characters
of biological tissue [63]. The surface morphology of THF hydrates tested by atomic force
microscopy showed that the amorphous hydrates more than likely grew at the gas–liquid
free interface in lower growth temperatures and smaller grain sizes. The cross-section of
the grain interface was V shaped, and its depth and width decreased with the decrease of
growth temperature. When polycrystalline hydrates were constrained by the solid–liquid
interface, their surface morphology and roughness were regulated by both the growth
temperature and contacting solid medium [64].

In summary, atomic force microscopy was mainly used to focus on the observation
of the hydrate morphology; however, there are few applications in testing the mechanical
behavior of HBS, because of the difficulty in maintaining the high-pressure and low-
temperature sample synthesis conditions under the atomic force microscope. Integrating it
with nanoindentation [65,66] would be a direction of great importance in observing the
process of morphology changes from elastic deformation to the failure of HBS.
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2.2. Current Progress in a Triaxial Shear Test of HBS
2.2.1. Core-Scale Triaxial Shear Devices for HBS

The triaxial device is the most-widely used in testing the macro mechanical properties
of HBS (Figure 7). In general, the triaxial test apparatus of HBS was developed based on
a conventional geotechnical triaxial shear instrument, adding a gas supply system and
temperature control system for hydrate synthetic [23,24,33,68]. In terms of data acquisition,
in addition to conventional stress-strain monitoring in the vertical direction and strain-
gauged arch monitoring in the lateral direction [69], an acoustic monitoring system was
also integrated in the testing of the permeability and porosity of HBS [25,70]. To compare
and analyze the triaxial experimental instruments used to test the macroscopic mechan-
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ical parameters of hydrate sediments, the basic parameters of the representative triaxial
instruments are shown in Table 2.
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Previous mechanical research using the triaxial shear experiment focuses mainly on
the following: 1© Effect of particle type and size on the mechanical behavior of the reservoir.
Quartz sand and Toyoura sand are widely used to analyze the mechanical properties
of HBS because their mechanical test results are similar to the situ hydrate deposits in
the Nankai Trough, Japan [71]. Additionally, because Kaolin is a more easily obtained
and synthesized hydrate, it is also widely used by researchers in the synthesizing of
hydrates [22,23,68,72]. The particle size distribution is mainly reflected in the difference in
the gradation curve, and its influence on the mechanical behavior of the reservoir has also
been a subject of interest for some scholars [9,73]. Studies have shown that the sensitivity of
silty sand to the effective confining pressure is higher than that of the coarser particles [68].
2© Effect of effective confining pressure on the mechanical behavior of HBS. The maximum

strength of HBS increases with increasing effective confining pressure [23,74]. 3© Effect
mechanism of hydrate saturation on mechanical behavior. The peak strength of the hydrate
reservoirs increases with saturation, as do the cohesion strength and the angle of internal
friction [9,75–77]. 4© Effect of different loading ratios on the mechanical parameter of
HBS. In the triaxial test, the load control is mainly based on limiting the proportion of the
load rate. 5© Mechanical behavior of hydrate sediments under drained and undrained
shear [78,79]. In the triaxial test, liquids are mainly used to displace the gas in the porosity
of the drained shear.

The traditional single stage loading triaxial shear experiment has the disadvantages of
requiring repeated samples, complicated sample preparation, and being time-consuming.
Therefore, some scholars have developed a multistage loading triaxial shear instrument
to measure the small-strain stiffness, permeability, and shear strength of HBS [80,81].
Seol et al. (2014) introduced a multi-parameter characterization chamber for the mechanical
testing of HBS [80]. The device has basic functions such as hydrate synthesis, temperature,
and pressure monitoring, and can acquire multiple physical parameters from the sample
(Figure 8). The sample size is Φ 50.8 × 152.4 mm, and the maximum confining pressure
loading capacity is 20 MPa. Axial loading is achieved by pushing a hydraulic piston
rod with the ability to measure volumetric strain. The acoustic impedance of the P-wave
crystal is ~33.7 MRayl, and the acoustic impedance of the S-wave crystal is ~17.9 MRayl.
The resonant frequency of the above impedance is 250 kHz.
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Even though triaxial shear has been sufficiently used in researching the mechanical
properties of HBS, it still has many limitations:

(1) No reference standard for sample preparation, hindering the comparison of the
mechanical behavior of different triaxial shear experiments. Reported sample sizes are
various, and the overall height–diameter ratio is about 2:1. Due to large differences in
sample size and experimental conditions between different triaxial shear experiments,
the experimental results reported in different kinds of literature cannot be directly
compared. It is recommended to standardize the relevant specifications for sample
preparation and testing for analysis of different test results.

(2) The sample preparation size of a specific triaxial shear instrument is fixed, which
is not beneficial for the mechanical testing of different height samples in the same
instrument. Additionally, it is also inconvenient to determine the scale effect of
the sample.

(3) Coarse-grained sand is mainly used for sample preparation, and less from situ sedi-
ments on the seabed. To address the difficulty in synthesizing hydrates from deep-sea
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silty sediments, it is recommended to strengthen the research and development of
sample-preparation technology.

Table 2. Comparison of basic parameters of the triaxial shear instrument.

Unit
Properties

Dalian
University

of
Technology,

China

Dalian
University

of
Technology,

China

National
Institute of
Advanced
Industrial

Science and
Technology,

Tsukuba,
Japan

Yamaguchi
University,

Japan

Heriot-Watt
University,
Edinburgh,

UK

Institute of
Mechanics,

Chinese
Academy of

Sciences,
China

Guangzhou
Institute of

Energy
Conversion,

Chinese
Academy of

Sciences,
China

Qingdao
Institute of

Marine
Geology,

China
Geological

Survey,
China

Type DDW-600 NA NA NA Tri-Scan 250 NA NA TSZ-2
Sample size

(mm) Φ 61.8 × 125 Φ 50 × 100 Φ 50 × 100 Φ 30 × 60 Φ 50 × 100 Φ 39.1 × 80 Φ 50 × 100 Φ 39.1 × 120

Temperature
Control

range (◦C)
−30–25 −20–25 −20–20 −35–50 −20–50 −20–20 −30–50 −20–40

Confining
pressure

range (MPa)
0–25 0–30 0–20 0–30 0–40 0–14 0–30 0–15

Temperature
control
pattern

Constant
temperature
pump + heat

exchanger

Constant
temperature
pump + heat

exchanger

Refrigeration
tank cooling

(Glycol)
Incubator

Constant
temperature
water bath

Incubator
Constant

temperature
water bath

Incubator

Temperature
control

accuracy
(◦C)

±0.5 ±0.5 ±0.5 ±0.1 NA ±0.5 NA ±0.1

Pressure
control

accuracy
(MPa)

±0.01 ±0.01 NA ±0.1 NA ±0.098 0.2%F.S ±0.015

External
monitoring NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Wave

monitor
Maximum

loading
capacity

(KN)

600 60 200 200 250 NA 250 50

Volume
strain NA NA yes yes yes NA NA NA

References Luo et al.
(2016) [72]

Li et al.
(2011) [22]

Miyazaki
et al.

(2011) [23]

Hyodo et al.
(2014) [82]

Yang et al.
(2019) [83]

Zhang et al.
(2010) [84]

Guan et al.
(2017) [85]

Dong et al.
(2020) [25]

NA: the data is not available.

2.2.2. X-CT Based Triaxial Shear Devices

Computed tomography (CT) is very important in obtaining the microstructure of
HBS. In CT testing, according to the different absorption capacities of X or γ rays of each
component in HBS, the attenuation coefficient was used in reconstructing the sediment
microstructure in 2D or 3D [35,86]. The CT technology, which is applied widely and
has a high resolution, can obtain the distribution of each component in HBS without
destroying the original samples [26]. Furthermore, the permeability and porosity of HBS
can also be obtained [6,86]. Furthermore, the macro and micro comprehensive detection
of the mechanical properties of HBS can be realized by integrating it with triaxial test
apparatus [87,88], which has important implications for understanding the microscopic
dynamic deformation mechanism of hydrate particles [89].

The dynamic morphology of hydrate was the focus of micromechanical research.
As the 2D CT-scan image shows, the HBS sample with a size of Φ 52.6 × 120 mm appears
as a stratification phenomenon at different depths [87]. Chen et al. (2018) studied the
relative permeability of HBS reservoirs from the pore-scale using an X-ray CT scanner and
established the relationship between relative permeability and saturation based on the
Boltzmann method [90]. The sample size used in the CT scanner is Φ 8.6 × 39.3 mm, and
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the scanning parameters are 105 KV, 269 1 A, 250 ms exposure, 28.77 lm resolution and
no filter. In other research, the porosity distribution and skeleton characteristics of sand
particles were also investigated with a sample size of Φ 6.35 × 20 mm by using a micro-CT
scanner [91].

The mechanical mechanism of HBS is another research point. Analysing the mi-
cromechanical behavior of the HBS sample with a size of Φ 9.5 × 19 mm, Lei et al. (2020)
suggested that the increase in reservoir strength is due to hydrates in skeleton particles;
thus, hydrates combined with the sand skeleton to jointly bear the load [92]. A triaxial test
based on microfocus X-ray computed tomography can quantitatively analyze the influence
of thermal dissociation on the mechanical behavior of hydrate-bearing sandstone [93].
Further studies have shown that in the stress strain linear region of a cemented hydrate,
the hydrate-cemented clusters moved while small hydrate particles would aggregate to the
periphery of the clusters. [94].

Although CT scanning has advantages in identifying HBS deformation, it still fails to
distinguish water and hydrates in voids using grayscale. To distinguish water and hydrates,
studies have shown that adding dissolved salts in water is feasible [95,96] or using special
guest molecules [97] can distinguish the two phases. However, the asynchrony of the scan-
ning and loading processes makes it difficult to capture the dynamical features of hydrate
growth and dissociation. As the resolution affects the test results of microscopic deforma-
tion, an improvement in resolution when using CT scanning to observe the microscopic
deformation of hydrate-bearing sediments is required.

2.2.3. Triaxial Shear Device for Pressure-Coring Samples

Mechanical properties of gas HBS were substantially obtained by using synthetic
methane hydrates, however, its test results contained deviation from natural HBS. The latest
coring technology, which can maintain the in-situ hydrology pressure and temperature of
reservoirs, allowed to recover natural HBS and to investigate their petrophysical characters
for predicting gas production [76,98]. The macro mechanics and micro deformation of HBS
can be observed by combining it with triaxial or X-ray CT scanning [99–101].

In the Nankai Trough of Japan and the Shenhu area of the South China Sea, pres-
sure core samples were obtained using in-situ pressure-coring technology (Figure 9).
Priest reported a pressure-coring triaxial test instrument with a maximum confining pres-
sure of 25 MPa [54], performing small or large deformations in hydrate core samples with
an aspect ratio of 2:1. Under the triaxial mechanical test, the permeability of the sample
can be obtained by measuring the fluid that flows through the sample. When calculating
the effect of hydrate dissociation, the volume of methane can be quantified using coring
technology [102]. To measure the sediment structure, primary-wave velocity (PWV), den-
sity, and shear strength under pressurized conditions, Jin et al. (2016) developed a novel
X-ray CT-scanning system and an attenuated total reflection infrared probe, which were
integrated into an instrumented pressure test chamber in non-destructive pressure core
analysis tools [87]. The stiffness and compressive properties of offshore hydrate sediments
on the east coast of India were studied by using the effective stress chamber and direct
shear chamber (Figure 10) in the pressure core characterization tool [103]. The diameters of
the specimens used for the effective stress chamber and the direct shear experiments were
Φ 50.8 × 60 mm and Φ 16 × 60 mm, respectively.
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2.3. Current Progress of Direct Shear in HBS

The horizontal deformation of HBS would influence the stability of the wellbore and
the safety of a drilling platform [104,105]. Therefore, studying the horizontal shear mechan-
ical properties of hydrate reservoirs is of great significance in avoiding the occurrence of
geological disasters such as subsea wellbore collapse, instability, and submarine slides [106].
For understanding the horizontal deformation of HBS, the direct shear instrument has been
widely used in horizontal shear mechanical testing [107,108].

Due to the special temperature and pressure conditions of hydrate synthesis, the
conventional direct shear device was modified (that is, a thermal insulation system and
a methene supply system were added) to test the horizontal mechanical behavior of
HBS [109,110]. Liu et al. (2018) reported a direct shear instrument consisting of a shear box, a
horizontal-displacement-test module, an axial-compression loading module, a temperature-
control module, an air-supply module and a data-acquisition module; related information
is shown in Table 3 and Figure 11. A series of direct shear tests of sandy and silty CO2
hydrates showed that the hydrate-free sediments do not exhibit a peak during the entire
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shearing process. However, the peak strength of sandy hydrates occurred when horizontal
displacement was 1 mm, and that of silty hydrate sediments occurred when the horizontal
displacement was 2–4 mm [30]. For the in-situ mechanical study of hydrates in the Nankai
Trough of Japan, a direct shear chamber was equipped with the pressure core character-
ization system. In this device, the pressure core sample size was Φ 7.9 × 50.8 mm, and
the maximum shear displacement was 15 mm, allowing both the peak and residual shear
strengths to be determined [111]. The results showed that the strength and peak shear angle
of never-depressurized pressure-core samples were larger than that of the post-dissociation
samples, while the residual friction angle remained unchanged in both samples [110].

Table 3. Parameters of direct shear instrument.

Sample Size (mm)
Temperature

Control
Capability (◦C)

Temperature
Precision (◦C)

Shear
Transmission

Mode
Vertical Loading Reference

Φ 61.8 × 20 −20–150 ±0.5 Hydraulic
transmission (16 t)

Piston Rod
(Pneumatic

Transmission)

Liu et al. (2017)
[109]
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In summary, there are a few reports on the horizontal mechanical study in HBS
and these are mainly on the shear mechanical properties of synthetic HBS. Due to the
complexity and high cost of the pressure-core, the in-situ direct shear device was mainly
incorporated with other mechanical instruments to obtain multiple mechanical parameters
of a single sample.

2.4. Development of Ring Shear Test Method

For obtaining the residual strength of rocks in larger deformation, the ring-shear
instrument has been widely used in analyses of the failure mechanism of landslides [112].
Ring-shear mechanical tests have been used to evaluate the rheology of powder [113], the
residual strength, and the mechanical evolution mechanism of particles under long-distance
migration [114]. The triaxial and direct shear tests have the advantages of depicting the
elastoplastic deformation behavior of HBS. However, the residual strength of HBS in a
larger deformation is difficult to obtain using them.

Submarine landslide is a potential risk to commercial production of hydrate. To test
the residual strength of HBS under larger deformations, such as submarine landslides,
some scholars [31,115] have performed some basic work on the development of ring-
shear devices and mechanical research (Table 4). Spangenberg et al. (2020) developed a
constant-temperature ring-shear instrument to determine the residual strength of hydrate
or ice-containing sediments (Figure 12) [31]. The maximum hydraulic pressure resistance
of this apparatus is 30 MPa.
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Kimura et al. [116] developed a ring-shear test instrument that could test the perme-
ability of different mineral hydrates under different normal stresses, in addition to the
residual strength. The test results showed that, when the normal stress was 0.5–3 MPa,
the permeability of the Toyoura sand hydrate decreased rapidly with increasing normal
stress, and the permeability rate decreased with increasing normal stress when it exceeded
3 MPa. The permeability of silica sand hydrate decreased rapidly with the increase in
normal stress when it was 0.5–2 MPa. To study the effect of effective normal stress on
sand fragmentation, porosity, and permeability, the ring-shear instrument was used to
investigate the mechanical behavior of HBS with the fault [117]. To further study the
effect of the development of fault structures on the permeability of the Nankai Trough in
Japan, Kimura et al. (2019) studied the evolution of the permeability of unconsolidated
turbidite sand sediments during the shear process of the ring [115]. The results showed that
the permeability clearly decreased when the shear displacement was 0.2–0.5 m, and then
slowly decreased with increasing shear displacement until the shear displacement reached
10 m. The permeability decreased by 3–4 orders of magnitude after shear compared to
before shear.

Table 4. Basic parameters of ring shear.

References Inside
Diameter (mm)

Outside
Diameter (mm)

Height
(mm)

Maximum
Normal

Loading (MPa)

Shear
Ratios

(mm/min)

Normal Loading
Method

Kimura et al. (2014)
[117] 55 75 20 10 0.2–1020 pneumatic piston

Spangenberg et al.
(2020) [31] 30 50 25 ± 5 30 0.08–4.0 hydraulic piston

In summary, the ring shear is greatly important in obtaining the residual strength of
HBS, but it still has many limitations, such as it cannot consider a load of ocean current
disturbance, extreme earthquakes, and casing vibration during hydrate production. In the
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future, the dynamic processes of hydrate decomposition, sand production, creep instability,
and large-scale landslides in hydrate exploitation are recommended to be considered in
the development of ring shear instruments. In addition, bender element and mechanical
vibration are potential choices to be integrated with ring shear for researching the coupling
mechanism of multiphysics.

2.5. Cone-Penetration Testing Method

The static-penetration-test technology (SPTC) is an in-situ test technology. To evaluate
the mechanical properties of the soil at different depths during the pressing process, a
penetration rod equipped with a sensor was developed [118]. SPTC has been applied in
soft-soil-foundation bearing-capacity estimation, consolidation history inversion, and pile
foundation evaluation [119–121].

Concerning the in-situ mechanical test of the hydrate reservoir, there have been a
few reports of SPTC due to its complex operation process and high cost in the deep sea.
Wang et al. (2019) discussed the development direction of SPTC in hydrate exploration
and the feasibility of investigating hydrate distribution and reserves [122]. To determine
the engineering mechanical properties of HBS, the Qingdao Institute of Marine Geology of
China developed an SPTC system that integrated static penetration and cross-plate shear
technology [123]. The tip resistance and shear strength of HBS at different depths can be
obtained by using this system (Figure 13). Li et al. (2020) introduced the functions of this
system and performed a series of functional verification experiments [124]. Its reliability
was verified by the comparison of field-measured data of the silt clay layer in the Shenhu
area of the South China Sea and experimental results.
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Figure 13. Diagram of engineering geological parameters of gas hydrate evaluation system [123,124]:
1. flip scaffold; 2. condenser pipe and insulation layer; 3. chamber; 4. inner bladder; 5. open lift; 6.
sensors of cover; 7. valves of cover; 8. watertight insert; 9. rod dynamic seal and rotary seal; 10. guide
rod and reaction force support frame; 11. briguette; 12. depth encoder; 13. penetration motor; 14.
torsion motor; 15. probe; 16. probe cable; 17. rotating motor of chamber; 18. sensors under the cover;
19. valves under the cover; 20. data collector; 21. cross plate probe; 22. static penetration probe; 23.
plate heat exchanger; 24. methane; 25. refrigerator; 26. computer.

In conclusion, to evaluate the mechanics of the hydrate reservoir, laboratory multiple
function mechanical testing devices, which integrate static penetration with cross-plate test
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technology, have been developed. However, the measurement data was less reported con-
cerning this instrument. Additionally, for this static penetration platform, the relationship
between test results and actual reservoir results needs to be further clarified.

In future instrument development, static penetration and cross plate can integrate
with a deep-water robot to implement in-situ testing of static cone penetration or cross
shear, supporting basic data for failure mechanical research of reservoirs.

3. Discussion

To predict the potential disaster risk (i.e., local instability, wellbore slumps, seabed sub-
sidence, and large-scale submarine landslides) caused by hydrate production, many instru-
ments have been developed to measure the mechanical properties of HBS. Although these
test methods help advance the study of HBS mechanics, there are still many limitations
and challenges in the mechanical tests of HBS.

3.1. On the Cross-Scale Analysis of Mechanical Properties of HBS

For testing the mechanical properties of HBS from small deformation to larger de-
formations, the HBS mechanical test instruments are mainly concentrated on the triaxial
shear, supplemented by other instruments (i.e., bender element, ring shear, and direct shear,
etc.), as shown in Figure 14. Among them, the sample height of CT scanning, ring shear,
and direct shear is relatively small, while the sample size range of triaxial shear is wider,
and the height of pressure core samples and resonance column samples is generally larger.
Pressure-core testing technology and CT-scanning imaging technology are significant in
sampling and imaging. The strain test range is ranked from small to large in bending
element, resonance column, small strain triaxial, CT scanning, pressure core, triaxial shear,
direct shear, and ring shear. Since CT scanning and pressure core are usually used in
integrating with a triaxial shear instrument, the strain test range is equivalent to that of the
triaxial shear.
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In summary, a mechanical research pattern from elastic deformation to plastic fail-
ure deformation of HBS has formed. However, there are still many limitations to these
test methods:

(1) Currently, mechanical tests focus mainly on the short-term failure of HBS, lacking
comparability in the mechanical properties obtained from different experiments.
Even for a widely used test method such as triaxial shear, there is no unified standard
in sample synthesis and error analysis. In addition, no study considers the effect
of sample size on the mechanics of HBS, and it remains to be clarified whether
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the mechanical parameters measured by various experimental instruments can be
directly used in the reservoir deformation simulation of hydrate production at trial.
Therefore, strengthening the formulation of relevant test-process specifications and
increasing the development of unified standard sample preparation equipment would
be recommended. The innovation in the hydrate synthesis method for clayey-silt
sediments needs to be strengthened, mainly to solve the difficulty of hydrate synthesis
in in-situ seabed soil.

(2) At present, most of the synthetic samples, assuming that all gas or liquid is consumed
during synthesis, used for hydrate mechanical tests are homogeneous. Due to a lack
of monitoring of hydrate distribution after sample synthesis, mechanical test values
may deviate from true values. Therefore, improving the monitoring technology for
hydrate distribution would be of great importance in quantifying the relationship
between hydrate heterogeneity and mechanical properties. Furthermore, research on
the heterogeneity of hydrate sediments is mainly based on numerical simulation, and
the mechanical properties of heterogeneous samples are still unclear, as a result of the
lack of experimental results.

(3) In-situ mechanical results of hydrate reservoirs often only reflect the mechanical prop-
erties of sediments at specific sampling points at different depths, lacking sufficient
data of different sites in the overall understanding of the mechanical behavior of
the reservoirs. In addition, in-situ lateral mechanical test instruments and related
mechanical theories urgently need to make breakthroughs considering the wellbore.

3.2. Main Challenges and Development Tendency

Although current mechanical test methods for HBS are constantly being enriched,
they still cannot meet all the needs of the various complex working conditions of hydrate
production. The challenges faced are as follows:

(1) Defining and clarifying the feasibility of experimental test results to guide trial produc-
tion is a major challenge for future hydrate mechanical research. The ratio between
experimental results and monitoring results on site is unclear and there are many
uncertainties about whether the experimental results can reflect the mechanical char-
acteristics of an actual hydrate reservoir. Whether the laboratory test results can be
directly used to predict the mechanical failure of field reservoirs remains unclear, and
it is difficult to eliminate the public concerns about the development of hydrates that
may lead to geological disasters and environmental problems.

(2) How to unify the mechanical parameters obtained by various testing methods and
form an overall understanding of the mechanical properties of HBS is another major
challenge for the future mechanical test theories of HBS. Current mechanical tests
just focus on the single deformation progress of HBS under a specific condition,
while the mechanical progress from small-strain deformation to large-scale slides is a
progressive process.

(3) Monitoring the creep mechanics of field hydrate reservoirs and simulating the creep
deformation under production conditions in the laboratory will be another challenge
for future HBS mechanical test methods. In the process of hydrate production, the
creep mechanical progress of HBS is a multi-physics coupling process, and clarifying
its evolution mechanism is the key to judging whether a reservoir will undergo creep
failure. However, the mechanical means of a hydrate sediment creep test is mainly
the triaxial shear and other test equipment and theory is lacking.

4. Conclusions and Suggestions

This study summarized the progress of laboratory testing methods and mechanical re-
search for the mechanical properties of HBS. The basic performance of each mechanical test
technique was compared, from small-strain deformation to residual-deformation testing.

For acquiring the mechanical properties of HBS under different stress conditions, a
basic pattern is formed mainly around triaxial shear and supplemented by direct shear,
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resonance column, and ring shear. As the in-situ mechanical test still has limitations in the
high cost and difficulty of technology, the more economical test methods are mainly indoor
experiment simulation. Therefore, the technical upgrading and theoretical innovation of
hydrate sediments could be carried out from the following aspects:

(1) It is necessary to formulate and improve the relevant operating specifications of
the existing test methods, clarifying the correlation between the test results and the
real mechanical properties of the reservoir. Heterogeneity is an inherent property
of hydrate reservoirs; the research on the mechanical properties of heterogeneous
hydrate sediments should be strengthened.

(2) In the future, the development trend of hydrate mechanical test instruments should
develop toward high precision, multifunctional integration, which requires strong
theoretical coupling between each test module. Therefore, both experimental and nu-
merical simulation analyses of hydrate reservoirs require a unified theory in depicting
different mechanical deformation processes.

(3) There is an urgent need for comprehensive cross-scale analyses of the mechanical
properties of HBS, solving the theoretical problems faced in the usability between
experimental results obtained by varying mechanical instruments and field trials.
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